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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

Over the last few years elearning in pharmacy has become
much more common. there are e-portfolios, elearning
modules at undergraduate and postgraduate level, and
elearning 'just in time cpd' resources. staff have had to
learn to work with material online to develop these new
resources but also to teach online or learn to work with a
whole new vocabulary of etivities, emoderation and etutors
to name some of the new ways of working. have you been
involved in developing any of the these resources, or others
not mentioned? have you been involved in using these with
students or staff? have you evaluated these or researched
their use? we would love to hear from you for our special
edition.

Dr. Lesley Diack
Guest Editor
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

You are invited to contribute a research article or a
comprehensive review for consideration and publication in
Pharmacy (ISSN 2226-4787). Pharmacy, an international
scientific open access journal on pharmacy education and
practice, is published by MDPI online quarterly. Pharmacy
is published in open access format-research articles,
reviews and other contents are released on the Internet
immediately after acceptance.
The scientific community and the general publichave
unlimited and free access to the content as soon as it is
published.
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Author Benefits

Open Access: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or
their institutions.
High Visibility: indexed within ESCI (Web of Science), PubMed, PMC, Embase, and
other databases.
Rapid Publication: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision is provided to
authors approximately 24.6 days after submission; acceptance to publication is
undertaken in 3.6 days (median values for papers published in this journal in the second
half of 2023).
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